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Let us now compare rememberlngs.


And If you silently speculate
On dsrker thoughts,
The very painful and wonton bsttle-ground
Where the strongest may survive
Where wisdom grew from suffering
Where endurance bred disbelief
I will understsnd that. too.

The Jeer unto
Incredlble like t
It tried to Inved
And the empathy
And the weakness
And the ugliness
Sometimes seemed death without end.
People did some pretty strenge things, almost as If some sort of madness had a hold of them. Yet we survived.



Through learned responses
And sudden smiles
We laced that year
Clinging to the security 01 our youth
And sometimes compared rememberlngs


B.U. - .... lib • bad_to 118, you kn_.
A rlbbon ..,tng .. we...
There _ bad limas, v
And ...._goodllm..


For some,
It was a discovery soaked year,
From the assumed bravery at orientation
To becoming a part 01 it all.


For others
It was a year pregnant with
Memories and decisions.
I •
I
But for most,
The pigeons and stairways
Black benches and yellowed books
Dead juke box and spasmic
Pin-ball machines
Became silent ghosts of a qulntessent year
Like moments
Treasured In a cardboard box
Or captive like the whispering sea
Within the faultless beauty of spiralled shell
And all that remained for you and me
Was to kiss each others eyes
And to compare rememberings.



The sudden friendships,
The excited thoughts,
And the continual interrogation of life,

Lessened our perpetual lears,
Obscurring our past
And leaving us naked, reborn.





And If we found the answers
They were surrounded In dreams;
Hidden In forbidden promises
Like sunlight c8ught
In sliver IInds.


Standing: Kevin Dodge. Bob LeBarron, Cliff Ranger, Bob Perkinson, Barb Dobbyn, Brian Colli. On the floor: Regena Ruman·
cik, Greg Parker. Bob Sowtis. Dave Jackson, Eric Irwin, Dan Chapman, Tony Van Berkle, Bruce Cameron, Bob Hammond,
Wendy Waldman. Brian McGill. Sandy Black. Missing or in the Bathroom: John Hall, Rod Foster, Myron Ridley, Jan Kerr, Jim
Ritchie et a1.
With the resignation of former Quill
editor Dave Dranchuk, the Quill ex-
perienced a complete face-lifting. With
Dranchuk as editor, there was no Quill
staff to speak of, so the first task was to
convince students that their con-
tributions were needed. and would be
appreciated.
The second, and most arduous task
was gaining credibility on the B.U. cam-
pus. This area had suffered con-
siderably under the editorship of
Dranchuk. He reinstated the Quill into
the Canadian University Press only to
make it a standing joke among Cana-
dian universities and the laughing stock
of western Canada. He managed to put
out a regular bi-weekly only to fill it with
copy that in no way reflected the views
or attitudes of the student body. His
preoccupation with matters pertaining
to sexuality saturated most issues of
the Quill published while he was editor.
This was the sorry state of affairs
presented to the new Quill staff.
The Quill staff put together in Oc-
tober '74 started out slowly because
they lacked the technical knowledge
necessary to produce a paper worthy of
the patronage of the students.
However, after a few visits from
fieldworkers provided by the Western
Region of the Canadian University
Press the staff began to learn the tricks
The Quill Staff
of the trade and the paper took on an
aesthetic sense that was soon noticed
by its readers.
In January of '75, the Quill staff had
increased to an impressive 23 workers.
with the increase in staff, came more
variety in news coverage and the Quill
soon became a popular bi-weekly
publication. The staff became more
confident in its aims and soon a system
was begun where policies regarding
staff membership and editorial content
was decided by the Quill staff. Regular
weekly meetings were held and the
rules and regUlations determining how
the paper should be run were es-
tablished there. The Dranchuk days of
arbitrary decision making and arbitrary
staff appointments were over.
The Quill played a major role in in-
volving more students in the running of
student government. The paper closely
monitored the actions of the B.U.S.U.
council, especially the executive
positions, keeping the students in-
formed of what was going on in the
union. Some people felt that the Quill's
criticisms of the council would make
people shy away from running for of-
fice, but the bear-pit preceding the
election of the 75/76 council soon
eliminated that theory. There were
more candidates in that election than in
the previous one and the issues dis-
cussed were more varied than ever
before, and one of the major areas of
concern was the Quill.
That the Quill had won the support of
the students was a fact pounded home
on April 2, 1975. The BUSU executive,
frustrated and annoyed with the
coverage that they had been receiving
in the Quill, decided to call a special
closed session of council to pass
gUidelines that would completely cen-
sor the newspaper. The students
demonstrated en masse and forced the
council to open the doors so that they
would be able to sit in on the debate.
After many attempts to mislead the
demonstrators, and even after the
BUSU president told them that he
would not speak to them, the meeting
was forced open and the censorship
guidelines were defeated. Immediately,
all but one of the executive resigned.
The students were victorious.
In 1974/75, the Quill established
itself as the voice of the student union,
and not the ramblings of a certain few,
as it was under the editorship of Dave
Dranchuk. Even as this article is being
written, plans are being made for the
Quill to become a weekly publication.
The upcoming year will be a historic
one for the Brandon University Quill.
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C1ftor: "Eileen Gross~-'~
Grlld Editor:
Janice Kerr
Compendium:
Shannon Bell
Jim Ferguson
Marie Gross
Ken Bessa

B.U.S.U. Council
Dennis Gluska (ScienCe Stick), Shannon Bell (Cultural Director), Bob Campbell (Board of
Governors Representative). Jim McManes (Vice·President External), Cherry Mitchell (Arts
Stick). Greg Parker (Treasurer), Janice Kerr (Entertainment Director), Fred Mason (Program
Co-ordinator). Dave Wellborn (President), Bob Weibe (Music Stick), Donna Doherty (Secretary),
Missing: Bob Hammond (Education Stick), Barb Daniels (Vice-President Internal). Jim Ferguson
(Athletic Representative).


Cliff Rangers, (left) Editor of "The Quill", became very outspoken in BUSU matters and was in-
strumental in the 1975 student demonstrations. Barb Carle, (right) Treasurer upon Gerry
Tallack's resignation, became the sole Executive member of the 75-76 Council, forcing her to
assume Presidential duties, (Below) The 1975-76 Council, destined for a series of
resignations. Will Smolkowski, Cam MacDonald, Nancy Harrison, Robert Campbell, Gerry
Tallack, Fred ~.,~ason, Shannon Bell, Graham Avon, Shelly Springnatyk, Wendy Waldman,
Walter Deh£;f.
THE "COUNCIL
CRISIS" or
"Trust not the
People; ever
Fickle is the
Crowd" - Phocylides
The most controversial issue of
the year was the Brandon Universi-
ty Students' Union (B.U.S.U.) Coun-
cil crisis, precipitated by student
demonstrations and augmented by
continual criticism and frustration.
Council hassles began early in the
fall of 1974 when the highly satirical
"Support your local council"
column became a regular feature
of the Quill student newspaper. The
column ridiculed specific decisions
and actions of several councillors,
thereby leading many students to
express their displeasure with the
functioning of the B.U.S.U. Council.
The first issue of contension was
the so-called "$600 Blunder," in
which it was alleged that six hun-
dred dollars was illegally and
erroneously refunded to twenty-
four Psychiatric Nursing students.
The money represented an in-
dividual $25 refund on the com-
pulsory B.U.S.U. fees of $40, and
was granted on the recommenda-
tion of nursing representative Mr.
Ken Granger. Mr. Granger defend-
ed the refund, on the grounds that
the students are inaccessible to the
campus, that they are on campus
only a few days a week, that they
have an association of their own,
and that they attend B.U. not for
graduation, but only as part of the
requirements for their course.
But the fact that the refund was
granted was not the point of con-
tention. According to Mr. David
Welborne, President of B.U.S.U. for
the 1974-75 term, "the decision had
been taken iliegally and ...
proper procedure had not been
observed." The Executive Com-
mittee meeting, at which the deci-
sion was made, was not properly
called and proceeded without a
quorum. The decision should have
been an advisory one, one which
would have been approved or re-
jected at the next council meeting.
The Act of Incorporation was
violated in error and the nurses
received their funds.
The incident resulted in tighter
executive control by the remaining
S.U.S.U. councillors. A motion was
passed that no decision of the
S.U.S.U. Executive Committee be
S.U.S.U. policy until it is ratified by
S.U.S.U. Council. The Music
students and the Senate, angered
by the decision, expressed dis-
pleasure with the procedure taken.
The Arts Council recommended
that the Nurses return the illegally
refunded fees. The Science Council
empathized with the nurses, and
amended their constitution to in-
clude Psychiatric Nurse represen-
tation. The Union decided to ask
the nurses for voluntary return of
the fees, at the risk of having their
marks withheld until the debt was
paid.
The second serious B.U.S.U.
hassie, and an issue of major con-
cern to the students, involved
"SUSH", the annually published
and distributed student handbook.
The handbook is a chief respon-
sibility of the Vice-President Inter-
nal, (Sarb Daniels 1974-75) and is
generally produced by mid-Octo-
ber. The 1974-75 Council failed
to produce a handbook, and
students received a very poor sub-
stitute early in 1975. Although
President Welborne accepted the
blame, (because he had not in-
formed Mrs. Daniels of her duties)
he was not totally responsible. In
his own council analysis, Mr.
Welborne states, "The majority of
the Executive was good except the
Vice-President Internal, who did
not accomplish one positive thing.
The Internal did not carry out even
the simplest duties such as the
posting of the agenda. She would
not accept responsibility for the
Quill, S.U.S.H., S.U.R.P., not
anything."
The production of the hand-
book proceeded virtually unguided
until counciliors took matters in
their own hands and appointed Mr.
George Armstrong as Editor of
.S.U.S.H. Although Mr. Armstrong
assured S.U.S.U. that the publica-
tion would be ready in two weeks,
he failed to produce the book.
Students once again expressed
their frustrations. Mr. Armstrong
was consequently fired from the
posifion cf Editor.
The sporadic character marking
the production of B.U.S.H. was
shared in the operation of another
service under SUSU control,
S.U.R.P. (Brandon University Radio
Programming). S.U.R.P. is financ-
ed through both Students' Union
funds and advertising. The service
was initiated in 1973 to provide a
student-controlled public address
system serving the residence com-
plex. Since then, SUSU has sunk
approximately $2,300 into the in-
stallation of sound equipment; an
undetermined amount was con-
tributed by the University ad-
ministration.
Sut management problems
plagued the undertaking. Student
reaction to program content was
divided, programming irregular,
and the station existed without a
manager for several months,
following the resignation of Mr. Art
Daniels in November.
The future of S.U.R.P. became a
major campaign issue in the
February election. The students
wanted S.U.R.P to continue. Final-
ly, in the first joint meeting of the
1974-75 Councils, it was decided
that S.U.R.P. operate as a public
address system functioning three
times daily under the direction of
Mr. Cliff Rangers and Mr. Rod
Foster.
Another major election issue
dealt with the question of Quill
censorship. The issue was raised
as a result of the heated reactions
of several councillors to articles
dealing with S.U.S.U. decisions,
particularly with the "Support your
local council" column. President
Welborne's council had taken no
stand on the Quill in terms of cen-
sorship, because the President did
"not feel it (had) the right to". The
majority of the election candidates
agreed whole-heartediy with Presi-
dent Welborne's attitude. Said
future President Fred Mason,
"Censorship? There's no way the
Council can censor the Quill. I'm
definitely against censorship." The
Quill seemed safe.
Safe, that is until a special
closed session was held on April
2, concerning the stand S.U.S.U.
would assume regarding the Quill,
and in particular, at March 27 issue
pertaining to Council coverage and
the Dranchuk-Evaluation question.
Coverage of both was considered
inacceptable inasmuch as it was in-
accurate, damaging to a number of
individuals, and damaging to the
Union as a whole. A series of
guidelines was drawn up within
which the Editor of the Quill would
be required to operate in produc-
ing the newspaper. These con-
tained provisions for banning "per-
sonal attacks" on council members
and accused Quill staff of
editorializing on the news pages
and misquoting council members.
The guidelines had been un-
animously accepted by the Ex-
ecutive and were to be presented to
the Council to be accepted or re-
jected in their entirety at the
special meeting.
The guidelines wouid also ban
from the pages of the Quill its view
that a power block of four students,
President Fred Mason, Vice-
President Internal Shannon Sell,
Vice-President External Graham
Avon, and Secretary Robert
Campbell controlled the Council.
(As a result of primarily the al-
leged power block, three council
cil members resigned their posi-
tions soon after the February 2 elec-
tions. They were Treasurer Gerry Tal-
lack, Program Co-ordinator Cam
MacDonald, and Entertainment
Director Wendy Waldman. The
possibility of a power block was
denied by the councillors con-
cerned at that time.)
The guideline motion would have
established a committee made up
of the S.U.S.U. President, Vice-
President Internal and one other
council member to review each
issue of the Quill, after publication.
The committee would be em-
powered to remove the editor of the
paper if at any time they felt some
of the guidelines had been by-
passed.
The Quill interpreted the guide-
lines and closed meeting as a
B.U. CELEBRATES ITS 75th
threat to freedom of speech. The
councillors had reversed the stand
they had taken as candidates in
their election campaigns. Rallying
concerned students under the cry
of "Censorship!", the Quill staff
organized a demonstration and
stormed the Council chambers.
Brandon University celebrated
its Diamond anniversary this year,
replete with ceremonies and com-
memorations. The seventy-fifth an-
niversary provided an opportunity
for students to mingle with the
Brandon community, thereby gain-
ing an increased awareness of their
historical inheritance.
Pomp and pagentry, tradition
and competition combined to help
celebrate the continued existence
of Brandon University. The ongoing
events drew together old and new
perspectives within the framework
of an established identity, an identi-
ty that was heightened by continual
glimpses of the past.
Brandon University owes its
rather rocky inheritance to the
building of the C.P.R. and the per-
sistence of Dr. John Crawford and
Rev. G. B. Davis. With the building
of the railway, thousands of settlers
were drawn to the West, so many
that in 1885 the Baptist Convention
of Manitoba and the Northwest
Territories expressed a desire for
The demonstrators refused to obey
newly elected President Fred
Mason's request to leave, and as a
result, two delegates of the group,
Gerry Tallack and Russ Maclellan
were allowed to remain as
representatives of the group. But
the two delegate compromise was
the establishment of a Western
Baptist College. Prior to this, Dr.
John Crawford, later joined by Dr.
S. J. McKee, had made an attempt
to found just such an institution in
"Prairie College" - Rapid City,
Manitoba. Under the guidance of
Rev. G. B. Davis, who was enlisted
by Dr. Crawford in his college cam-
paign, nine students broke ground
with a yoke of oxen, and gathered
stones for the construction of the
school, to work out their fees.
Prairie College opened in the
autumn of 1880 with 15 students.
But its existence was short lived.
After the college had survived only
a brief, three-year existence, the
C.P.R. route was changed to run 20
miles south through Brandon in-
stead of Rapid City, financial aid
was cut short, and elaborate steps
were taken to unite Canadian Bap-
tists in an effort to establish a
Toronto college. Prairie College
was forced to close. But the dream
of Rev. Davis persisted. Under his
guidance, the college moved with
rejected, and the demonstrators
forced their way into the Council
chambers.
A lengthy discussion ensued
concerning the subject of Quill
censorship and the question of a
Publication Board. The discussion
centered around personal attacks
the C.P.R. line to Brandon. Enroll-
ment increased rapidly, funds were
collected and on October 2, 1899
classes commenced with 110
students.
Such is the rich inheritance of
Brandon University. Although few
vestiges of our Baptist origin re-
main, the legacy of growth and ex-
pansion has survived. Within this
inheritance, the university and
community joined together to com-
memorate Brandon University's
75th anniversary.
Concerts, plays, film and craft
festivals, a bicycle rally, chess tour-
nament, essay contest, dances,
and dedication ceremonies were
just some of the events scheduled
as part of the anniversary
celebrations. An inaugural 75th an-
niversary concert was held on Oc-
tober 2, the first day of official
celebrations, featuring the Brandon
University Chorale and a brass
ensemble, as well as a number of
solos by music faculty members.
Following the concert, as part of the
anniversary events, the newly-
installed floodlights in front of the
original building were officially
turned on.
The naming of the John E. Rob-
bins Library and the dedication of
the Charles W. Lightbody memorial
reading room and library collection
took place October 4, at a special
ceremony linked to the 75th an-
niversary. Dr. Robbins was presi-
dent of Brandon University for 10
years. He was also instrumental in
establishing the Canadian Library
Association. The ceremony coin-
cided with the third annual Christie
seminar on libraries. Charles W.
Lightbody was the principal man
responsible for molding our history
department, and a world-renowned
scholar.
An inaugural dinner and ball was
held with T. C. Douglas, a B.U.
graduate and former leader of the
on council members in the paper,
and possible means of replying to
such attacks. The possibility of a
law suit resultant from the March 27
issue of the Quill was also dis-
cussed. After more than an hour of
heated, impassioned speeches
from both sides, the matter was put
New Democratic Party, as dinner
speaker.
A bicycle rally from Rapid City to
Brandon, and a special anniversary
chess tournament were held on the
first anniversary weekend. Forty-
three cyclists battled cold noses
and rubbery legs to finish the
twenty-five mile trip, while
elsewhere fourteen participants sat
down. to play chess; play lasted
about ten hours spread over two
days.
The first public showing of mo-
tion pictures, in the cafe de France,
Paris, was given about three years
before Brandon College first open-
ed its doors. Both events were
commemorated during the annual
film festival, this year entitled
"seventy-five years of Brandon
University - Seventy-five Years of
World Cinema".
October 27th featured a crafts
festival which took its place
amongst the tributes and city-
orientated events, with its displays
of crafts and demonstrations of
skills. Wood finishing and carving
were added to the displays of
weaving, pottery, rug-making,
decoupage, batik, and other crafts.
Culturally, B.U. was alive with
musical presentations. A double
salute to Winnipeg's 100th anniver-
sary and our 75th was held in
November. The concert band, the
chamber orchestra and the
Chorale performed at the Centen-
nial Auditorium and then hit the
Winnipeg Playhouse.
In conjunction with the annual
alumni homecoming, a special fall
convocation was held under the
theme of Prairie Letters. Honorary
degrees were conferred upon three
Prairie writers, James Gray, who
has written a number of popular
histories of Western Canada; W. O.
Mitchell, author of the popular
radio series, Jake and the Kid; and
Paul Hiebert, who was born and
to a vote.
The motion to enforce the
guidelines was defeated 5-3.
As a result of the student
demonstration and the consequent
defeat of the motion to censor,
B.U.S.U. President Fred Mason,
Vice-President Internal Shannon
raised near Brandon and is the
author of Sarah Binks, Doubting
Castle, and Willows Revisited.
An essay contest for junior and
senior high school students was
sponsored as part of the
celebrations. The contest served to
foster interest in the life and history
of Western Canada.
Many of these commemorations
made students and Brandon alike
realize the colorful heritage long
past, and their general lack of
knowledge of our history. With all
this in mind, former Quill editor
David Dranchuk produced a
special 75th anniversary edition of
the Quill. The bulk of the paper's
content was written in the early
days of Brandon College, with
reproduced excerpts from past stu-
dent publications and original
advertisements from way back
when. An extensive history of Bran-
don University was featured, trac-
ing 'its development until the turn of
the century.
In sum, the year was marked by
continuous birthday celebrations,
although at times it seemed that
every annual event had become a
special seventy-fifth commemora-
tion. But the participants and the
observers all had an opportunity to
enjoy the festivities, nonetheless.
Many learned about Brandon,
many more learned about B.U. and
perhaps a finer appreciation of the
old and the new, the heritage and
the future of Brandon University-
Brandon Manitoba was achieved.
Bell, Vice-President External
Graham Avon, Vice-President Ac-
tivities Will Smolkowski, Entertain-
ment Director Shelley Springtyk,
and Board of Governors Represen-
tative Robert Campbell submitted
letters of resignation to the
B.U.S.U. Council. The resignations
became official April 6.
B.U.S.U. COUNCIL - 1974/75
President
DAVE WELLBORN
Vice-President External
JIM McMANES
Vice-President Internal
BARB DANIELS
Treasurer
GREG PARKER
Program Co-ordinator
FRED MASON
Board of Governors Representative
ROBERT CAMPBELL
Entertainment Director
JANICE KERR
Cultural Director
SHANNON BELL
Arts Stick
CHERRY MITCHELL
Science Stick
DENNIS GLUSKA
Education Stick
BOB HAMMOND
Music Stick
BOB WIEBE
Athletic Representative
JAMES FERGUSON
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The Metric change: Canadians
groaned in suppressed agony.
Everybody shivered when the ther-
mometer read 38° even though it
was too hot to work and you didn't
feel like reading or thinking or
anything.
Pollution continued to destroy our
air and rivers, fish and insects. And
no one really seemed to notice un-
less headlines surprised them with
sudden protests.
The Festlvel of Crafts drew crowds
as a morning glory draws bees.
There was quiiting, and makeup
and pottery and art - and
everyone seemed to smile a lot.
In April everybody had a wind-up
social. Inter-Res, S.U.S.U., Class of
'75, and the Athletic Department all
sold a lot of beer and spent a lot of
money. Everybody had a lot of fun
too.
The Quill devoted a layout to
women who cali themselves "Ms."
in an effort to retaliate against a
professed chauvinistic society. The
articles aired beefs, expressed
views and generally raised a lot of
hell.
A proposal was made for a new
attempt to change the old place.
The basement of McMaster Hall is
to be reshuffled not only to allow
S.U.S.U. and S.U.S.S. more space,
but also to make life more in-
teresting.
Tremors of the strike by 1,160
members of the U. of M. staff were
felt even in the computer room of
the S.U. Print-out machines closed
down and staff members carried
additional workloads to compen-
sate for the reduced service; the
students remained unaffected.
•
The academic calendar was
redesigned, the most obvious
change being in the paper stock
and cover design. Drawings were
used instead of the traditional color
photographs.
After complaints from Cultural
Director Shannon Sell and the
Manitoba Liquor Commissi'ono, Pub
Rules were drawn up to regulate
conduct and attendance at S.U.
pubs. Socials seemed to be just as
rowdy though.
Minot State College and S.U. held
an enthusiastic 23rd annual peace
conference at the Peace Gardens.
The topic of discussion was Inter-
national Relations with sub-topics
including the woman's liberation
movement, cultural-economic ties
as well as the roles of ethnic
minorities.
•
A lost and found service was in-
itiated with boxes placed at various
locations throughout the campus.
They were particularly helpful in
dealing with missing volkswagens.
· . .
Dr. Barbara Brown, the foremost
expert in the field of Sio-Feedback
in North America lectured at S.U.
on "New Mind, New Sody".
Everybody was amazed and the un-
der current excitement made us
feel as though we could do that too.
The Darrach Hall D-Board was kept
unusually busy with cases ranging
from stolen screens to provoking
security officials. Generally, the
punishment fit the crime.
· . .
Don Castleden, a community af-
fairs specialist with the Department
of Extension was awarded a
research grant of $3,000 to docu-
ment and analyse development
programs in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and the North-West
Territories.
The "great" blizzard of 1975 was
not so great after all. The clouds
released their burdens as the radio
released its warning; we survived
as if we had invented winter.
In Feb., S.U.S.U. joined the Com-
munity Service Council with
representation in the Sig Sister's
Organization. The move enabled
the community to tap a source of
labor and resource personnel
within the university.
· . .
The W.R.C.U.P. conference at U. of
M. was a farce.
The problem of insufficient Bran-
U.-Day Care Services was met with
the proposal that applications from
full-time students, faculty and staff
should be given 1st priority. New
space and increased government
aid seemed essential to put the
centre on more stable ground.
PHASES OF FACES
When I first left home a few years
ago I imagined, like the young idiot
I then was, that I had complete con-
trol of my face. I was convinced that
I could permit myself to feel
anything behind that bland dis-
guise. When I went out for the
evening and found myself becom-
ing more and more bored by the
company, I was sure that nobody
but myself was aware of the fact. I
set my face, as best I could from
behind, to register a polite or even
eager interest; I put on a smile and
kept it there and then felt that I
could relapse with safety into com-
fortable boredom. As I never saw
myself, it was sometime before I
was disillusioned. We never lose
any of our illusions about ourselves
in the company of strangers. But I
made friends, and as a result, my il-
lusions tumbled as my friends
strolled, in the usual friendly
fashion, through the house of my
mind and casually opened a few
windows here and there to let in the
east wind. One would say; "Dullish
at the So and So the other night hat!
You looked dreadfully bored." A
succession of such remarks soon
revealed to me the true state of
things, and I realized that I had
been deceiving myself. It was not
for me to try to look one thing when
I was thinking and feeling another.
The idea of myself as one of those
smooth fellows, made for
diplomacy and the best society,
forever charming yet secretly tired
of it all, would no longer hold.
There was however, nothing
alarming or even really disappoin-
ting in the situation. I was not sorry
to be free from the strains of a
diplomatic bearing, and con-
gratulated myself on the fact that
the higher types of human beings
do not bear a smooth and impas-
sive front .. There is nothing better
than an open, honest countenance
frankly expressing to the world its
owner's feelings .. I thought so
and I still do though now my opi-
nion is worth more if only because
it is more disinterested .. So, I was
happy in this belief until the
cumulative effect of a series of mis-
understandings, compelled me to
take stock of myself once more. I
found that people were for ever
asking me why I was so jubilant
when I was only mildly pleased, and
constantly suggesting that I should-
not glare furiously at strangers
when I was only conscious of feel-
ing a little curious. At last I realized
the truth. My face did not even
honestly reflect my mind but gross-
ly caricatured it. I was carrying into
all companies a monstrous libel of
myself. . Small wonder, then, that I
should be so frequently misjudged,
for it is not unnatural that people
should imagine that these facial an-
tics, for which I was held responsi-
ble though they seemed to be en-
tirely beyond my control, are an in-
dication of my state of mind. ,How
are they to know that my face has
apparently an independent ex-
istence, setting to work merely on a
hint from my mind and then going
on in a fashion of which I strongly
disapprove?
So far as I can gather, my face
pounces on the least whisper in my
mind, as it were and transforms it
into a scream. It grins insolently
and sickeningly with triumph over a
mere hand at cards. It growls
ferociously at inoffensive strangers,
screams 'You're a bore!' at prattling
callers , . It twists and writhes,
_/
lights up or fades out, turns hot or
cold, glitters with mischief, turning
every hour into a benefit perfor-
mance by a bad actor of the old
school. A talking ape with a
megaphone could not produce a
worse caricature of its master.
While the company I am in is star-
ing at this monstrous show, I sit
there innocently behind it all, an
unassuming fellow with nothing but
a pleasant little rise and fall of emo-
tion, entirely forgetting that this aw-
ful travesty of my mind is taking
place until some misunderstanding
bids me remember how grotesque-
ly and unhappily I am situated. Am I
alone in my trouble or has there
been a general misdeal of faces?
Perhaps there are other unfor-
tunates for whom the situation has
been reversed, who find
themselves possessed of the most
towering emotions, yet cannot
make their passion felt because
their faces simply refuse to express
anything beyond a slight feeling of
annoyance or a tranquil pleasure. If
there are any such persons, I
should like to meet one of them for
the purpose of comparing our
baffled sensations. We could at
least enjoy each other's faces.
ONCE AGAIN,
CAMPUS CLUBS
ABOUND
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
Dear Sickle '75
The question or problem, as it
were, still seems without a practical
solution: how to fight apathy. The
Psychology Club's aim was to get
as many involved as possible (not
only from the Department but the
University as a whole). It seems a
hard thing to do at Brandon Univer-
sity in these times. I hope for the
sake of the University that it
changes in the near future.
Most of our achievements were
athletic in nature. We won first prize
in both the water polo and floor
hockey championships while
finishing second in the Winter Car-
nival Broomball Tournament.
However, it was academically that
our singly most important venture
took place. I am referring to our
small role in the visit from Ms. Bar-
bara Brown in February, 1975. We
made her an "Honorary Life
Member of the Brandon University
Psychology Club" as a small token,
not as an executive but on behalf of
all students.
We had the largest executive the
Club has had in its three years of
functioning (eleven to tell) and
mostly first and second year
students. This looks good for next
year, where I hope we can maintain
the University as a Whole, but on
the other hand, have something to
emphasize for our own departmen-
tal majors, whom I feel we
neglected trying to reach the
masses.
A final word to all the students
planning to come back and even
those who are not, because the
dividends are just as great: GET
iNVOLVED, it pays and helps! So
on behalf of Dr. J. l. Walker (Club
Staff Advisor), Janice Kerr (Vice-
President), Irene Duke (Secretary-
Sr.), Karen Mitcheli (Secretary-Jr.),
Gerald Rocan (Treasurer), Kevin
Bate (Academic Representative
Sr.), Angelika Muller (Academic
Representative Jr.), Doug Moore
(Social Convener), Ed Mann
(Athletic Representative Male),
Barbara Harding (Athletic
Representative Female), David
Quinn (Public Relations) and
myself, Bob Walberg (President),
may we bring fond memories in
days to pass. Good luck.
. . .
GEOLOGY CLUB
The aims and objectives of the
Geology Club are to advance the
science of Geology on campus and
to add to the enjoyment of learning.
During the year the Geology club
had several speakers dealing with
the modern development in the
field of Geology. The Club spon-
sored two bonspiels during the
year and had a hockey team which
were intramural finalists.
CLASS OF '75
Brandon University Graduating
Class of '75 organized early in Oc-
tober. The first meeting was held in
the Grey lounge and the executive
was elected as follows:
Bili Black - President
Helen Hastings - Secretary
Pat McCallum - Treasurer
Debbie Mason - Social Convener
Grant Johnson Members-
Barb Mitchell at-
Pat MacDonald large
Events throughout the year were
fairly well attended and considered
a success. These were: a party at
the Prince Edward Hotel in late
November, 1974; a fowl supper in
Virden in February, 1975; a Pub in
February, 1975; Baccalaureate
Service and the Graduation Dance
in March, and a Wind-up April
Fool's Social. In addition, a dance
will be held the night of Convoca-
tion, May 24 at the Keystone Centre
Convention Hall.
The contingent of Bob Roblesky,
Jim Boguski, Bob Sommers, AI
Verity, Dan Burneski, and Barry
Cowan attended the Eleventh
Western Inter-University
Geological Conference in Saska-
toon. A good time was had by all,
especially Bob Sommers and Barry
Cowan. Many thanks to the Ore
Gangue, U. of S., especially Deana.
The year's Executive members
are:
Jim Boguski - President
Doug Filteau - Vice-President
Bob Roblesky - Secretary-
Treasurer
Murray Rodgers - Athletic
Representative
•• •
It was a good year for all the
graduates. However, those fifty of
us who joined together at that first
meeting in October undoubtediy
had as good a time together as any
previous Graduating Class.
We wish the very best to the
Graduating Class of 1976/77, many
of whom we graduates have come
to know and love. We hope that
they too will have as good a year as
we have just finished.
The last three years at Brandon
University were a wonderfui ex-
perience for all of us and we would
like to take this opportunity to say
good-bye and hope that everyone
we came to know will remember us
as fondly as we will remember
them.
Thank you Brandon University
for everything.
Bili Black
President
Class of '75
DEBATING ASSOCIATION
The Brandon University Debat-
ing Association was organized
in January of this year. Its birth
was the culmination of several
attempts by 1974 Arts Stick, Cherry
Mitchell, to stimulate interest in
such a Club. After a sufficient
number of students expressed in-
terest in the Club, a Constitution
was drawn up. There are ap-
proximately fifteen membes in the
Club.
As an infant organization, the
Club has gone through a painful
first three months of life. One for-
mal debate on capital punishment
has been held in addition to several
meetings. At a meeting in February,
an Executive was elected consistin
of:
President - Brian Colli
Vice President - Will Smolkowski
Secretary - Darlene Klassen
The association has the aim of
stimulating interest in the art of for-
mal debate by familiarizing
members in particular, and
students in general, to the
procedure of debate. This art has
great significance in many facets of
life.
It is hoped that several formal
debates involving student
members will be held in the coming
year. In addition, special debates
involving invited guests are ten-
tatively planned.
P.C.V.F.
The Brandon University
Progressive Conservatives were
not organized until January this
year, but we hope to become es-
tablished early in the next term (fall
of '75) so that we will be able to
send delegates to the National and
Provincial Leadership Conventions
which will be held next November
and December.
It is hoped that other political
groups will become organized next
year, so that debates, discussion
and general dialogue, can take
place. This past year we have had
the feeling that we were working in
a political vacuum with the absence
of political discussion. This is one
of the goals we had in mind when
we became organized.
Our Executive this past year:
President - Greg Parker
First Vice-President - Jim Ritchie
Second Vice-President - Shannon
Bell
Secretary-Treasurer Robert
Campbell
I.V.C.F. REPORT
This past year has been an ex-
citing one for members of the Inter-
Varsity Christian Fellowship. We
have seen members of our
fellowship grow into a stronger
relationship with God and through
Him with others. Many of the
group's participants have ex-
perienced a greater awareness of
God, His Love and the necessity of
sharing that love.
Bible studies were again a main
feature of Christian fellowship with
small groups meeting in the
residence and the main study being
held on Wednesday evenings.
Highlights of the year was a visit
on January 6th by Dr. Samuel
Escobar, the Canadian Director of
I.V.C.F. His discussions with the
group proved to be most in-
teresting because of his wide
background of experience with un-
iversity groups in South America,
his home.
Several members of our group
attended the National Student
Leadership Conference which was
hosted by the University of
Manitoba during the Christmas
recess. This proved to be a
stimulating time of interaction with
student leaders from across
Canada.
Executive members were:
Ernie Klassen - President
Edna Little - Vice-President
Henry Schellenberg - Bible-Study
Co-ordinator
Verna Heinrichs - Secretary
Val Eichhorst - Publicity
We, as the Executive, are confi-
dent that the next executive will
continue to promote Christian
fellowship and growth at Brandon
University.
.
LUTHERAN STUDENT
MOVEMENT
The purposes and
characteristics of the University
Lutheran Centre are as diverse as
the individuals who pass through
its doors. Its relationship to the
University is that of aiding in the
discovery of self-going beyond the
spiritual discovery into the realm of
man and God's relationship, to the
rest of the world. The Centre is con-
stantly striving to stimulate in-
dividuals to relate their faith to their
daily lives by encouraging develop-
ment through one's own style and
beliefs. Although the Centre is
thought of as a facility for Brandon
University Students, it also serves
women and men working and
vocational students outside the
University setting. People of
numerous denominations can be
found involved in any given Centre
activity whether it be in Outreach
ministries or a Sunday Service.
We invite you to visit our Centre
where you will hear great truths of
the Bible. This message is
something everyone needs. Most
people have problems which can-
not remain unsolved. There are
questions which dare not go un-
answered. You have an immortal
soul. You must not trifle with the ex-
ternal issues which this possession
involves. There is more of God's
truth for you to hear. You are in-
vited cordially, sincerely.
Worship at the Centre is a unique
congregational experience, using
three basic liturgies - traditional,
Ylvisaker, and our own common
folk - the student becomes in-
volved in the worship experience;
talk backs following the services
allow the student to further express
himself/herseif, mid-week ser-
vices, including advent and lenten
services also provide for student
leadership.
Retreats are an integral portion
of Centre life. Retreats act as a
chance to get away from being a
student and become a canoeist, a
volleyball champion, a philosopher,
a theologian, etc. The Centre spon-
sor study retreats. Evening vespers
with celebrative music, co-
operative supper, folksinging, con-
ference and other interests are also
our goals.
Lutheran Student Centre is
located in Clark Hall, Room 129,
Phone: 727-4364. Drop in for
coffee, to pray or to talk .
Chaplains
Rev. J. Andreasen
Redeemer Lutheran Church
114 Ashgrove Blvd.
Rev. R. Long
Grace Lutheran Church
3100 Victoria Ave.
Patron
Dr. H. W. Burmeister History
Dept., Brandon University
Executive Members
President (National LS.MC.
Treasurer) - Tony Odukwe
Program Co-ordinator - Ed Mann
Secretary - Denise Guakel
Treasurer - Anita Roloff
Contact Officers - Donna Kuhn,
Cathy Schettler
THE BAHA'I CLUB
The Baha'i Faith, founded in Per-
sia in 1844, with its World Centre in
Haifa Israel, teaches that the first
step essential for the peace and
progress of mankind is its unifica-
tion. Baha'is believe that religion is
the foundation of social order, and
seek to express their personal con-
victions in the promotion of such
ideals, as the elimination of pre-
judice, the equality of men and
women, a spiritual solution to the
vast economic disparities between
the peoples of the earth. The pur-
pose, then of the Baha'i Campus
Club is to promote these and like
ideals, and to support and en-
courage the activities of any group
on campus which might further
these principles and their applica-
tion.
FLORA COWAN
This year in Flora Cowan has
been a very busy and successful
year. The Council's main objective
was to bring the residents closer
together to establish a friendlier at-
mosphere. In order to do this, we
held various activities that involved
the students. These included, in
addition to the five regular socials
with the other residences, a pub
nite put on by Flora Cowan, floor
parties, selling kangaroo
sweatshirts and a final wind-up.
The Council also changed some of
the rules and regulations to help
relax the atmosphere. We, along
with Darrach and McMaster, con-
sidered other changes that
hopefully will be carried out by the
new Councils.
Members of the 1974/75 Council
were:
Diane Alderson - President
Karen McNeill - Vice-President
Trish Barker - Secretary
Kay Shaw - Treasurer
Senior Floor Reps. - Diane
Samocha, Barb Howatt, Lynn
Lowden, Debbie Nykoliation.
Elections have been held and a
new Council is preparing to take
over. Best of luck to theml
MCMASTER HALL
Members of the 1974/75 Council
were:
Chris Irwin - President
Lang Mackie - Vice-President
Anita Roloff - Treasurer
Shelley Springnatyk - Secretary
The activities that McMaster has
been involved in the past eight
months are: five Socials, a Ping
Pong Tournament, a Curling
Bonspiel and numerous floor par-
ties. The greatest moves that
McMaster made were the revision
of the Constitution and the chang-
ing of its Open House Policy. All
sports and socials that were offered
were a success and hopefully can
be continued next year with
prosperity.
BU ORIENTATION
TIMETABLE 1974-75
Monday, September 9
8:30 p.m. Coffee House
Tuesday, September 10
8:00 a.m. Freshie Breakfast
8:30 a.m. Introduction of
BUSU
Introduction of Ad-
ministration
9:30 a.m. Club Recruitment
10:30 a.m. Introduction of
Group Leaders
and distribution of
Freshie Kits
1:30 p.m. Course Descrip-
tion Workshops
5:00 p.m. Smorgasbord
9:00 p.m. Wine and Cheese
Party
Wednesday, September 11
9:00 a.m. First Year Regis-
tration
2:30 p.m. Beer Garden
8:30 p.m. Wiener Roast
Thursday, September 12
9:00 a.m. Senior Registra-
tion
2:00 p.m. Orientation
Speaker, Hon.
Sidney Spivak
3:00 p.m. Beer Garden
5:30 p.m. Outdoor barbecue
7:30 p.m. Cinema '74
"Sleuth"
Friday, September 13
9:00 a.m. Shinerama
9:00 p.m. Shinerama pub
WINTER CARNIVAL
SCH EDULE 1975
Monday, January 20
10:20 a.m. Visit with Ootpik
12:00 a.m. Smorgasbord
1:00 p.m. Chess Tournament
2:00 p.m. Tug-of-War
9:00 p.m. Education Pub
11 :30 p.m. Crowning of Win-
ter Carnival Queen
and King
Beginning of
Camp-a-thon for
Big Brothers
Tuesday, January 21
10:20 a.m. Visit with Ootpik
1:00 p.m. Perogie and Pan-
cake eating con-
test
9:00 p.m. Girls' Hockey
Game
Camp-a-thon con-
tinues.
Wednesday, January 22
10:20 a.m. Visit with Ootpik
1:00 p.m. Broomball Tourna-
ment
1:30 p.m. Snow Shoe Races
7:00 p.m. Hayride
8:00 p.m. Hockey BU Bob-
cats vs. U of M
Bisons
9:30 p.m. Coffee House
Camp-a-thon con-
tinues
Thursday, January 23
8:00 a.m. Ski trip to La
Riviere
10:00 a.m. Blood Donor Clinic
begins
10:20 a.m. Visit with Ootpik
4:00 p.m. Blood Donor Clinic
ends
8:00 p.m. Girls' Hockey
Game
9:30 p.m. Coffee House
Friday, January 24
10:20 a.m. Visit with Ootpik
12:00 a.m. Noon Hour Enter-
tainment
1:00 p.m. Pie-throwing
Contest
3:00 p.m. Snow Scuipture
Judging
9:00 p.m. Winter Carnival
Pub
11 :00 p.m. Boat Races
12:00 p.m. Awarding of
trophies
Camp-a-thon ends
DRAMA
R.U. Presents:
"Getting Married"
And
"Comedy Playbill"
Drama is alive at B.U. as light-
ning is alive within the heady
violence of a thundercloud.
Illuminating, spontaneous,
stimulating. The air is fevered and
exciting, laden with occasional
calm, the interruptions bright and
welcome, the people enthused and
fearful. And underneath there is
always a glorious, philosophical
undercurrent, forcing thoughts on
men, women and their struggle with
the universe.
Nestled between the old and the
new personalities of a changing
campus, the Drama centre appears
deceptively calm in the midst of an
undercurrent intensity. In contrast
to its placid surroundings, the
building is a hive of energy, res-
ponding to the wit of Shaw or the
absurdity of Campton with equal
warmth. That is why the actors
sometimes seem to respond the
fevor with the incredible madness
of Lear.
The Brandon University Drama
Society put on two productions
throughout the year. "Comedy
Playbill", a program of three one-
act plays, ran in the Evans Theatre
from November 27th to the 30th.
The following term, B.U.D.S.
presented G. Bernard Shaw's "Get-
ting Married" from April 2nd
through to the fifth. Each was under
the directorship of Cedric Ven-
dyback.
The purpose of the organization
is not primarily for entertainment.
Its main objectives are to evoke the
artistic and creative growth of the
actors, as well as to provide
stimuiating and thought-provoking
entertainment that students can
enjoy and discuss. It is hoped that
in this way, B.U.D.S. will also heip
foster an appreciation of the
theatre in the Brandon community.
"Comedy Playbill" consisted of
"Mutatis Mutandis" and "Gelling
and Spending" by David Campton
and "The Dock Brief" by John Mor-
timer. Ali three plays are close to
theatre of the absurd and all make
an eloquent statement on people
and society. "Mutatis Mutandis"
deals with the ever-present and
growing threat of world Nuclear
devastation. "The Dock Brief" is the
tale of an elderly barrister who is
given the dock brief, his very first
case, only to discover that for all his
years of academic study, he cannot
face the reality of the courtroom.
The message of "Gelling and
Spending" lies in the first two lines
of a sonnet by William Words-
worth:
"The world is too much with us,
iate and soon, Gelling and spend-
ing, we lay waste our powers "
"Gelling Married" by G. Bernard
Shaw, centres on an argument
within an entire family as to the
pros and cons of marriage from
both the legal and religious points
of view and what it really means
from a woman's standpoint. The
whole question is sparked off when
the Bishop's daughter refuses to
get married on the morning of her
wedding.
Having successfully completed
the second full year of production,
B.U.D.S. now looks to the coming
year in anticipation of more growth,
in the artistic and creative sense, as
well as in student participation and
interest.
Executive:
President: Joanne Johnson
Treasurer: Cedric Vendyback
Artistic Director: Cedric Vendyback
Secretary: Peter Adamski
Mutatis Mutandis Cast:
Douglas - Peter Adamski
Celia - Joanne Hirst
Nurse Min - Barbara Harding
· . .
The Dock Brief:
Fowle - Trevor Davies
Morgenhall - Rodney Mykle
· .
Ge«lng end Spending:
Evelyn - Stuart Murray
Bobby - Joanne Johnson
Workman - Louis Ouennelle
Midwife - Joyce Wilkinson
· .
Ge"lng Married:
Collins - Bruce Edwards
Alice Bridgenorth - Pat Wilson
General Bridgenorth - Stuart Murray
lesbia Grantham - Joanne Johnson
Reginald Bridgenorth - Michael Pettit
St. John Hotchkiss - Trevor Davies
Cecil Sykes - Louis Quennelle
Edith Bridgenorth - Pat Matiowsky
Soames - Chris Davison
Mrs. George - Jean Fahey
Well brandonunivbrandonman has survived another year despite the seventyfifthanniversary and all the
busuresignationsdemonstrations. Wonder what will happen inthefall. Summer is to sudden with
sunlitwater and leafytrees. There's hardly time to breathe after springexams when summer comes. Don't
know what we'd do without exams. We'd have to pretendtherewasnotension and we'd have to give up cry-
ing so much and we'd have to pretend we were strong. Unpeopled. Incrediblyfiercelynormal. We'd never be
able to survive anotheranniversary without the excitementandallthatrol so that ...
SPORTS:
G-PAC WIN
HIGHLIGHTS
THE YEAR
For the second consecutive year,
the Bobcats won the G-PAC title by
defeating the smooth skating
Manitoba Bisons. Coach Fahey was
blessed with a fine nucleus of
returnees with which to build and a
smattering of anxious, hungry
rookies. The returnees brought
with them that "Winning Feeling"
from the previous championship
year, along with a strong belief in
themselves and an unbelievable
"Team Spirit". During the season
each player assumed the role of
"leader" at one time or another and
it was this team concept and
balance that kept the Cats in the
8th ranked spot in the nation for the
entire year.
The record of 27 wins, 7 losses
and 3 ties speaks for itself; inciud-
ed in this are wins over the U.B.C.
Thunderbirds of the CWUAA and
the semi-pro St. Boniface
Mohawks. It truly was a magnificent
season for the hockey Bobcats and
as a result, attendance rose greatly
as the season progressed. Coach
Fahey would like to thank each and
every mem ber of the 1974/75
Championship squad for making
his coaching debut a "year to
remember". Fahey said, "it was the
20 guys on the ice and the others
on the bench who made it all possi-
ble by giving 100%. The old cliche
"when the going gets tough, the
tough get going" characterizes this
never say die Bobcat team."
FIELD HOCKEY
The Brandon University Bobbies
Field Hockey Team started their
1974/75 season with an exhibition
tournament at Grand Forks on
September 21. Following this they
played against Lakehead Universi-
ty, University of Winnipeg and
University of Manitoba in the Great
Plains Athletic Conference as well
as Senior teams from Winnipeg
and Brandon area. One of the
highlights of the season was the
hosting of the highly successful
First Annual Field Hockey Tourna-
ment on October 26 and 27th in
which teams from Bemidji, Grand
Forks, Concordia College,
Lakehead, University of Manitoba
and Winnipeg Senior teams took
part. During this tournament the
Bobbies set a record for ties. Every
game in which they played wound
up tied, which speaks well for them
knowing some of the opposition. All
of the Bobbies are enthusiastically
waiting for next season to start
playing again.
•
Athletes Honored With Awards
Naka Resigns
Although Brandon University
possesses a good hockey team of
their own, there are a few students
that choose to play with the Bran-
don Wheat Kings, the city team, in-
The annual Brandon University
Awards Social was held in recogni-
tion for the services all junior and
varsity athletes have contributed to
B.U. sports. The G-PAC champion
hockey Bobcat team dominated the
evening with centre Perry Robin-
son, recipient of the HVP award for
hockey and the F. J. McCarthy
Memorial Trophy as the top, male
athlete on campus. The hockey
team itself received the President's
stead of the University Bobcats.
One of these was Wayne Naka, a
19-year-old two-year veteran from
Nelson, B.C. But Naka was a player
with a difference. After successfully
completing his Grade 12 through
correspondence, Naka made it
through his first full season with the
Wheaties, as well as first year at
B.U. He then went on to pass sec-
Shield as the outstanding team and
another of its members, Jim
Ferguson, received the Jim Casey
Memorial Trophy as the athlete
who best combined sportsmanship
with ability, both in sports and
scholastics. The other teams were
not forgotten. Colleen Durnin was
named top female athlete for her
active participation in basketball
and field hockey. Thirteen athletes
received other B.U. awards.
ond year except for one course
during the three summer months.
And all this was achieved while
maintaining a "B" average.
But in his second season with the
Wheaties, Naka's success story
ends. He resigned from the
Western Canada Hockey League
team following a 6-6 tie with the
Saskatoon Blades at the Keystone
Centre and just before his team left
to play a doubleheader with the
Bombers in Flin Flon. The resigna-
tion stemmed from comments at-
tributed to Naka's agent, Norm
Johnson, on a post-game radio
show. The incident formed the
climax to a series of "earlier
problems" that remained unex-
plained by either Naka or Johnston.
It proved easy for everyone to
comment on what Naka should
have done, so that his future in
hockey would not be lost, so that he
could have gone on to bigger and
better things.
But Naka is a serious minded
and intelligent person, who not only
very much values his principles but
who will stick by them. A decision
such as he made could only have
followed some pretty heavy soul
searching. And for that Naka is to
be admired.
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
Department Head:
Mike Spack
Director of Curriculum:
Peter Dobson
Men's Athletic Director:
Doug Steeves
Women's Athletic Director:
Nancy Stanley
Intramural Director:
Nancy Stanley
Coordinator of Information:
Jerry Hemmings
The Brandon University Bobbies
Basketball Team under new coach,
Barry Diller, rounded out their
season with 33 games starti ng
November 1st in Calgary and end-
ing with Brandon University's 5th
Annual invitational Basketball
Tourney on February 28th, March
1st weekend. Although short on
bodies, the Bobbies through their
dedication and perseverance con-
tinued to bounce back time and
time again from any up and downs,
gaining the respect of the opposi-
tion and all those who watched
them play. They climaxed the
season by stunning the G-PAC
Champions, the highly touted
University of Winnipeg
Wesmenetfes 76-72 in overtime to
capture championship honours at
their own invitational Tourney.
I was really quite happy with the
performance of my 1974/75 Bobcat
Basketbali Team. We had an
overall record of 14 wins - 16
losts, one of the best records of any
recent Brandon University team.
We didn't win any championships,
although we did knock off some im-
portant teams as Lakehead Univer-
sity and Northern Montana College.
Highlights of the season had to
be our big wins over the University
of Winnipeg and Lakehead Univer-
sity in the G-PAC and having Mike
Vaira, the first Bobcat ever to be
named to the All-Canadian Team.
Mike Vaira, veteran member of
the Brandon University Bobcats
and leading scorer in the G-PAC
for the past two consecutive years,
was suspended for disciplinary
reasons from playing his final game
of college basketball. The suspen-
sion, ironically enough, came on
Mike Vaira Night, when he was due
to be honored for his contribution
to basketball in the West-Man area.
The suspension was levied as a
result of Vaira's actions in the first
of a two-game series with the
Manitoba Bisons at the BU gym.
Vaira was given a double technical
foul and ejected from the game
with 32 seconds to play. Upset by a
call made by referee Russ Roney,
said Vaira, "I poked him in the
chest with my finger and he gave
me a technical. So I poked him
again.
"Then he asked me if I wanted
another technical and I kicked
him."
As a result of the well-aimed
boot in the pants, Vaira watched
from the sidelines as the Bisons
completed an undefeated season
in G-PAC with a 79-62 win.
INTRAMURALS
The 1974/75 year featured a
continued interest and particpation
in both the formal and informal
program by Brandon University
students and staff alike.
Emphasis continued with the
community-university concept en-
couraging interested individuals
from the community to join in. The
Badminton Club increased the
amount of gymnasium space
allotted from the regular Thursday
night to Sunday afternoons 1:00 -
3:00. The Soccer Club continued
their regular fall outdoor activities
by going indoors every Saturday
morning for two hours all winter.
The annual swim meet in
November proved to be so popular
that arrangements were made to
have a weekly free swim every Sun-
day night until the middle of March.
A Karate Club was initiated first
term under the direction of Guy
Landry. The acquisition of 20 pairs
of snowshoes enabled many
students to enjoy the great out-
doors in their leisure time.
A student assistant was hired to
help publicize the various formal
and informal activities taking place,
letting interested students know
what opportunities were available
and when they would take place. A
definite asset to the program.
The Science faculty surged forth
as a Faculty with the greatest par-
ticipation in all the activities
throughout the year. Individual high
aggregates accumulating the most
points based basically upon par-
ticipation were: Male: Ed Mann,
Education, and Female: Carol
Justice, Music.
With the addition of cross coun-
try skis and a few other pieces of
equipment the 1975/76 Intramural
program hopes that it will be able to
provide you with an enjoyable ac-
tivity, which will help make your
stay at the university a more
healthier, happier and meaningful
one.



Once upon a summer's day
sayed for fall, quilting and crafts,
makeup and beads, weaYlng and
paints combined to lend a joYlal air
to the annual FestlYal of Crafts.



Winter Carnival:
Campera ahlvered In a frosty
world, the ookplk wore a fur
coat, and for one riotous week of
laughter, pubs, snow queens
and songs, we came alive.


Ballots were cast in a quasi-
serious response to lIurry of
promotional handouts and dla-
sembling smiles, as electors
spared some of the old to accent
the new.


Colorful costumes, serene faces,
and transcending spirit, link Eaat
and West in a subtle yet exciting
bond that time cannot destroy.

Bull Moose: A night when the
smiles flowed as fast and freely as
Moose Milk, when hairy chests and
kings and queens and even the
common folk mingled In a zoo's
somewhat vivacious atmosphere.
., .
.' .
•~~"""~. Q.. '....




Graduation: A time when the
dreams of youth overpower the evil
and ugliness and pain. The future
holds travels to distant and un-
known destinations, but for now,
we belong to the world and It
belongs to us.


It started in February. We began to
feel an incredible need to voice our
opinions and to be heard. The music
students were first. Discontent with the
lack of practise space allocated to
their faculty, and disillusionment with
the system caused music students to
become Increasingly vocal. "Fiddler on
the Roo!?" became the rallying cry.
vStudent
Demands
The constant frustrations ex-
perienced by the music students
were shared by the B.U.S.U. ex-
ecutive in their attempts to censor
the Quill. Maddened by the Intend-
ed denial of free speech, the
students demonstrated against
council, forcing entrance to the
censorship meeting and defeating
the proposed guidelines.
Dem(J:)( f({C 'i
~re~dom of Spe<:ch!

The sudden uprising was fol-
lowed by the resignations of all but
one S.U.S.U. executive members.
Students had won the battle; but
with the loss of all effective rep-
resentation in university politics,
that battle was won at con-
siderable expense.
Best Wishes
from
SIMPLOT CHEMICAL COMPANY, LTD.
BRANDON, MANITOBA
CONGRATULATES ALL GRADUATES
OF BRANDON UNIVERSITY
.,
Simplot
I ./ '
· . . when a basketball squad, already playing
over its head, begins to rally to overtake a superior
opponent in a game's last minute . . .
4
/
· .. and tha home
boys can't miss; because everything - the passing, th
dribbling, the plays - every liny piece is clicking
perfectly. When this happens everyone watching know
that this bunch - right now, right this moment-
is the best of its kind in the worldI
- Ken Kesey, SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION




IDAHO. • •
TM r-.d -" eMw tM _lL It will eMw that
tMm won 1M Q·PAC title. It will Ihow thet nobody •
__ cIoM. 80 much tor 1M record.
Sport's purpose Is healthy fun, not the accumulation of recorded
achievements. You get lillie out of sports by watching.
The moment belongs to someone else unless It has come about because of
something you are going. Sport is not something you watch, It is something
you do.
The record will show thet, et Brendan University, few people did eny sports. So much for the record. So much for B.U. sports.
- J. P. Kelleher

\

My year as Science Stick has
been demanding and challenging.
Despite a somewhat slow start, I
enjoyed working on the Science
Council for my faculty. I have en-
joyed being involved with B.U.S.U.
I have met and associated with
several interesting people in my
related council activities. The ex-
perience I have gained has been
rewarding and will be forever useful
in the future.
Our annual Science Pub was ex-
tremely successful as we made a
record amount financially. I thank
everyone who helped to make it the
success that it was. The Geology,
Psychology, and Zoology clubs
also had a fairly active year.
I am glad that we were able to
make a position open for a psy-
chiatric nurses representative on
the Science Council. I would like to
thank Mr. D. Dranchuk, Miss Lynn
Dowhan, Mr. Gord Powell, Mr. Lou
Dudar, Mr. D. Wellborn, and Mr. D.
Quinn.
I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to wish the '75 Grads all the
best in the future and hope that
their university life has been as
(ewarding to them as it has been to
me. I would like to wish the IleW
Stick-Terry Gra we I the
success in the
Del)flis Glu
. enee tl,
, .













My term as Education Stick has
been rewarding, revealing and
sometimes frustrating.
The Calgary Conference was a
highlight of my term. Education
councils from nine universities
across Western Camada mat in
Calgary to discuss the past, pre-
sent and future aspects of educa-
tion councils. The results of this
conference will take time to put in
effect but with hard work on the
new council, they should have no
trouble.
Personally, I have enjoyed my
term and benefited from it. I have
had great support from a hard-
working and Involved council
behind me. Judy, Diane. Debbie,
Pat, Frank, Kay, Laureen, Gerry,
Ruth and Russ . . . THANKS.
Nothing could have been done
without you.
I wish all the beat to the grads
who I'm sure will never forgel thalr
years at S.U. As Tennyson sald,
"I am part of all that I've met."
Bob Hammond
Educetlon Stick
1974-1975













MCond
Robert Welbe
Mualc Stick
1974·1975
.M.,
ble" .11 of ua, .. ., lie
75 gr.duatlng cl.... • a iN!IIly
ye.r. to come.


First of all, I'd like to say how
honored I am to be extending the
greetings on behalf of the Brandon
University Graduating Class of
1975. This past year has been a
very enjoyable and educational ex-
perience for me, and I hope that all
of the graduates have had as many
good times as I myself had.
There were many things to do all
year, and I'd like to emphasize that
many of them could never have
happened without the hard work of
my friends; Debbie Mason, Pat
McCallum, and Helen Hastings in
particular. To these three, a bou-
quet of my best wishes for the
future. Thanks for everything; the
Prince Eddy Social, the Pub, the
Fowl Supper, to name only a few.
So here we are, only a few exams
separating us from graduation, not
the answer to many
but only an
The Living
pro
pl
:r,
shro
No
bec
ha
our liv
either as
good times or just as e
those most important little things of
the past that we like to remember.
We have been blest with these
memories, so please, always keep
them with you, and remember
fondly.
We have only one or two months
left till we say goodbye. But
although we may say goodbye,
we'll never really ever be
separated, neither by time nor dis-
tance. We will all forever be parts of
each other.
Some of us here have not met
each other, through no fault of our
own. That is unfortunate. What is
even more unfortunate however Is
the likelihood that many of us will
not know each other five yea~om
now. We pass through each o'lher's
lives and fade into the past.. itii~~
seems to last, even those Yo!
we know too well.
Thus, If we never do j
else in our lives, I am going! '
that we, as people, are al~~~~~..
to ourselves, and also
ourSQ!v86. Perhaps thal~la:~!
imporlant lesson I hallCl; I
Brandon University, the importance
of being myself, and the absolute
unimportance of trying to appear to
be someone or something else that
I just am not.
Thus I say A BlentOt until next
time we meet, and wish you all the
very best of everything in the
future. May we all be as happy and
fortunate as we were at the best
moment we ever had at Brandon
University.
Grad Message '75
Bill Black, B.A.
Class President

CITY OF BRANDON
Greetings
from
Mayor E. C. Gorrie
and
Councillors
Allan Badglay
Belly Boyd
Barry Brooking
Ron Cayar
Paul Hudy
Grant Jamle.on
Mike Melnyk
Wayne McLeod
Joe Thoma••en
Margaret Workman
THE FLOWERS
OF ALL OUR TOMORROWS
BEGIN WITH
THE SEEDS OF TODAY
Compliments of the A. E. McKenzie Seed Co. Ltd.
Pri"lt'd by rRI£S[N Y[,\IUIOOKS
Aho".. , Mdnilobd, C"".ad"
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